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In the Sunday Times Foreign News February 11, 2001 writer Tom Rhodes claims
evidence that IBM is linked to Hitler's "Final Solution" ... His claim is that this Cashist
corporation aided in the extermination of the Christians, Jews and gypsies who were out of
step with Adolph Hitler's Nazi neo-pagan theology.
Thomas J Watson IBM's creator worshiped and supported Hitler. IBM's Chairman was
awarded the Merit Cross of the German Eagle with Star by Hitler. IBM provided Der
Fuhrer with technology to identify Germany's enemies including the Jewish population.
IBM built a factory for punch card and sorting systems next to Berlin to accommodate
Herr Hitler. This was so Hitler could track down and kill his enemies. Both Simon
Wiesenthal and the author Tom Rhodes profess or feign surprise. They have got to be
dumb or ignorant of the mountain of overwhelming evidence already compiled for more
than a quarter of a Century ago, that support these facts. One such book of proof is that of
Sovietologist Dr. Anthony C. Sutton titled Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler. Sutton's
critical analysis of the Dawes and Young Plans in the 1920s expsoes the "cartels
responsible for bringing the Nazis to power in 1933." The cartels includes General
Electric, Ford, and Standard Oil. All three of which are dominated by the shakers from
the Council on Foreign Relations. The mainspring for this evil evolves around the Wall
Street Warlocks, some who had taken the Deadly Oaths of the Skull and Bones in a
"satanic sarcophagus" at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut.
Skull and Bones is the nucleus of the American Illuminati. It was founded in 1832. This
coven inducts only fifteen senior pledges a year to its "Brotherhood of Death." It's rituals
use human remains, coffins, nudity and satanic oaths. Examine this website for further
information concerning this very "sick, and Luciferian group" which George H. and
George W. Bush are key members. Rent the movie "Skulls" from your local video store or
much better ... order Secret Societies (produced by The History Channel) from
FreeWorldAlliance.com
The French book Hitler et la Tradition Cathare by Jean Michel Angebert reveals that
Adolph Hitler, Rudolph Hess and Himmler were ... "associated with the Thule Society,

whose ideals were close to those of the Bavarian Illuminati" which was Skull and Bones
"sister society".
A half a century ago in 1950 James Stewart Martin published All Honorable Men . In
this book he explains how American and British businessmen "stifled and muffled
investigations" into Nazi growth to "hide their own involvement."
On page 170 of America's Secret Establishment by Dr. Anthony Sutton, we learn that
the conduit for Hitler's funds came through Union Bank with four members of the Skull
and Bones serving as directors.
The directors of the Union Bank of New York who were associated with the Skull &
Bones included E. Roland Harriman, Knight Woolley (director of the NY Federal
Reserve) Ellery Sedgewick James (Partner Brown Bros. & Co) and Prescott Sheldon
Bush (Partner Brown Bros, Harriman) and grandfather of President George W. Bush. Two
other directors were Nazis' Johann Groninger and H.J. Kouwenhoven.
After Mein Kampf, came Hitler's second book The New World Order, which laid out
"The Master Plan" ... which George W. Bush, the grandson descendent of Skull & Bones
Senator Prescott Sheldon Bush is now attempting to complete. Hitler medal honoree
Thomas J. Watson's son Thomas Watson Jr. continued the goal for an New World
Order by becoming a member of the Council on Foreign Relations ... the mother group
for the money mob.
Watson Jr. was a key member of four of the CFR political instruments: Center for
Foreign Policy Development, Citizens Committee for International Development
(foreign aid lobby), the Business Advisory Council and the Advertising Council
(formerly The War Advertising Council) a propaganda agency for New World Order
projects.
Just as his IBM dad aided and loved the Nazis and accepted Hitler's medal ... Watson Jr.
aided and loved the Communists. In 1959 Watson Jr. called North Korea and North
Vietnam "uncommitted nations." After a visit to the USSR, Watson Jr said, "The
enthusiasm of the average Russian for his system and what it has produced is amazing.
They are proud ...". In the 1960's Watson Jr. supplied communist Czecho-Slovakia,
Poland Hungary and Bulgaria and East Germany with highly sophisticated data
processing systems while every one of those countries was helping the Viet Cong kill
American soldiers. In plain language that is called "high treason" See Article 3 section3
of the U.S. Constitution.
Watson Jr. was such a lover of America's enemy, it is said that he almost wet his pants for
glee, because he got to personally escort Khrushchev around his San Jose IMB plant. It is
not surprising the person replacing Watson Jr. as chairman of IBM is as dedicated to a
New World Order as was Watson Jr's loving father who worshipped Herr Hitler and his
National Socialist movement. The newest chairman and CEO of IBM is Louis V.
Gerstner. I'm sure if Hitler were alive today he would pin a medal on Gerstner ... for Mr.

Gerstner is a Bilderberger, a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and a
member of the Trilateral Commission as is former President George Bush.
IBM remains an anti-American powerhouse destroying the last vestiges of American
sovereignty. IMB senior vice president Ellen Hancock and a number of it's directors are
also members of the Council on Foreign Relations which validates their intention to "stay
the course."
America's "Final Solution" is in the works. New super sophisticated tracking of
Americans from their phone calls, to their bank accounts, their spending habits, including
cameras set up at intersections present an easy tracking for the policemen of the New
World Order who plan to Out-Hitler ... Hitler in their Gestapo like surveillance.
There is massive evidence that the Illuminati wants to the corral our populations into urban
areas where they can be controlled. Everywhere throughout the United States people are
being driven off rural lands. Roads are being destroyed and damns have been routinely
blown up in accordance with Trilateralist Bruce Babbitt's socialists suggestions.
Freeway sound barriers provide for pin point gassing of the population. Huge cement
blocks have been placed to block escape routes. And you thought the government was
spending billions to protect you from a little highway noise?
Americans are enslaving themselves by sending their children to government schools,
using market discount cards that allow big brotherment (IGORS) to monitor every purchase
they make. American are so befuddled and afraid to choose that they donate to United
Way thus giving the decisions to "liberal leaders" to select and therefore control the
"politically correct" charities. Americans then voluntarily donate to the Eastern
Establishment political parties which control Congress. Americans, no longer think but
rather behave like cattle. And like cattle, Americans have been fattened up to be
slaughtered by the Cashist controllers of the New World Order. And ... you can thank
IMB.
Are You and Your Family like the Jews and gypsies of Nazi Germany, preparing to
"fight for" or are "willing to die" for the New World Order. It is up to you to change the
course of Human Events because .... as for now "the Illuminati" has their man, Louis V.
Gerstner of IBM in place for the Final Solution. This "conspirator" is a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderbergers and the Trilateral
Commission. Remember this ... before you ever think about buying IBM products.
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